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Do you understand how important desktop wallpaper is? This may not seem very significant, but it can do a lot for you. First of all, it can make your desktop more enjoyable. Hilarious wallpaper can be uplifting, you can express your creativity, and this can motivate you to keep your desktop tidy. What else
can it do for you before your own imagination and creativity. In this article I'll show you how to go about choosing the right wallpaper for your screen size, where to find the most beautiful wallpapers, how to have more than one wallpaper, and more. Your desktop won't be the same! 1. Get the right
resolution Regardless of its artistic beauty, wallpapers that don't come in high enough resolution and matching ratio aspects will look grainy and distorted. To avoid awkward looking background images, you need to understand the specifications of your monitor before you start hunting for great wallpaper.
Screen resolutions are marked in pixels, such as 800 x 600. The numbers show how many pixels the monitor can display horizontally (800) and vertically (600). The resolution also shows that the monitor in this example has a side-to-side ratio of 4 to 3 (horizontal: vertical pixels). Ideal wallpapers must
meet two criteria: a fairly high resolution matching aspect ratio This article from CrunchGear Broken URL Remote provides resolution to the chart (pictured below), allowing you to choose the right ratio of aspects of wallpaper and resolution for your monitor. For example, if your monitor has a resolution of
1600 x 1200, you have a 4:3 side ratio. This ratio is red, so you can use all the resolutions in red that are 1600 x 1200 or more. So how do you know your monitor's native resolution and the ratio of the sides? Windows 7 Right click on your desktop and select screen resolution from the menu and look for a
number next to the resolution of the zgt;: Windows XP Right click on your desktop, select the properties from the menu and switch to the set-up tab. You'll see a slider under the screen resolution in the bottom left corner. 2. Find the most beautiful wallpaper Number of websites that offer free wallpaper
endlessly. Luckily you have come to the right place and we have already done some eating for you. You can get fresh wallpaper from our themed compilations or find your own favorites in the resources we've reviewed. Wallpaper Compilation: Wallpaper Resources: 3. Shuffle Your Wallpaper Now that
you're skimmed through all these resources, you're left with dozens of wallpapers you like and you can't make up your mind. Don't despair because you don't have to! Instead of agreeing to just one wallpaper, why not use all of them? Windows 7 If you have a Windows 7 Home or up, you can personalize
your computer and that includes a desktop. Tap the right button on your desktop and select qgt; In the bottom left corner of the window that opens click on the desktop's zgt; From: Select the folder where you stored the wallpaper or click See... add a custom folder. Select all the images you want to use
and then select the position of the Picture to determine to zgt; change the picture of each... and check the shuffle so as not to see the same sequence every time. Finally click to save the change and enjoy. Windows XP Windows XP does not offer a built-in tool for shuffling wallpaper. However, there are
many third-party apps that can do this trick. I use ScrollWall and I also like the John Von Switch. Another super fascinating wallpaper tool with a social wallcast twist. All of the aforementioned apps and a few more are described in these articles: 4. Create an unobstructed look of your wallpaper/s So you
have this fantastic wallpaper or maybe you've already created a shuffling, but what is it that you see on your desktop? Lots of icons! To truly enjoy the view, you need to get rid of them! Before against AFTER IMAGE I wrote two articles that will guide you to a beautifully organized and minimalist desktop:
5. Get animated desktop wallpaper My last tip is to be: keep it simple. However, if you have the resources to save, go ahead and get yourself an animated desktop wallpaper. In Windows 7, you can use the screensaver as wallpaper. To use your own video, you have to convert it to .scr (screensaver).
Windows 7 Windows XP Conclusion There is a lot you can do for your desktop with wallpaper. Just like physical wallpaper, it can completely change the atmosphere and set the mood. However, if used in excess it can also exhaust your resources. Let us know what desktop wallpaper tools you like to use
and any wallpaper tips you might have. Image credits: Arsgera How to check the CPU temperature on your computer We will show you how to check your processor pace in Windows as well as what is a good CPU temperature and how to lower yours. Related Topics Internet Wallpaper Computer Monitor
about author Tina Sieber (824 Articles Published) More from Tina Sieber Your desktop may be a dark place, but not if you light it up. These wallpapers will give you quite a few options, from spotlights to the city to time machines. Move CityDownload these wallpapers by Olivier Martel on Flickr
5616x3744Blue RingDownload these wallpapers 2592x1677Glowing CityDownload is a wallpaper Wall 1920x1200Night TrainDownload these wallpapers 2560x1600Oakland BridgeDownload these wallpapers LampDownload is wallpaper 1920x1200Light WarpDownload these wallpapers Paper Wall
1920x1080CaveDownload these wallpaper paper wall 1920xx1 200 Blue LightDownload These wallpapers 2120x11192Dim Parking LotDownload is wallpaper 1911x1080For larger wallpaper, check out our wallpaper wednesdays. Are there any great wallpapers you would like to share? Email me a link
from Wallpaper Wednesday in the subject line. Sending your own work is highly recommended! Getting free wallpapers and and This as your background can be a great way to completely change your workspace from gray to stunning. The desktop wallpapers listed here are free and cover a ton of cases
and items. Whether you want to celebrate a holiday, nature, or celebrity, these free desktop wallpapers have something for everyone. If you don't see free desktop wallpaper here that you like, find a unique desktop wallpaper by visiting the top free wallpaper sites. Plant a flower garden on your desktop
with these stunning wallpapers that have beautiful flowers. You will find flowers of all different sizes and colors in these breathtaking images. Have you ever wanted to run to the beach? With these free desktop wallpapers that showcase beach scenes, you'll almost be able to breathe salty air. These
irresistible wallpapers depict white sand, crystal clear water and palm trees. If you're looking for a more complimentary desktop wallpaper with a tropical feel, free ocean table wallpapers are another great option. Many people say fall, with its bright colors, fresh air, and wincing leaves are their favorite time
of year. Celebrate the season by downloading free wallpaper to showcase the stunning beauty of the fall scene. These desktop wallpapers are perfect for brightening your computer's desktop for spring. Browse these spring wallpapers to find beautiful images of landscapes, flowers and animals. Winter
can be a great time of year, and many would rather look out the window than go out in the freezing snow. This list of free winter wallpapers for the desktop contains stunning snowy landscapes that will hold your breath. Whether it's summer or you want it to be summer, these desktop wallpapers will make
you think about warm weather, vacations, and endless summer entertainment. These sun-kissed scenes will give you a little run somewhere wonderful. Love the Hunger Games? Find free desktop wallpaper featuring your favorite characters and scenes from books and movies. Get in touch with your inner



Katniss with these bright free desktop wallpapers. Album: Dragons Category: Animals 30 Wallpaper Visit Album Album: Kitten Category: Animals 6 Wallpaper Visit Album Album: Puppies Category: Animals 5 Wallpaper Visit Album Album: Tigers Category: Animals 3 Wallpaper Visit Album Album: Wild
Animals Category: Animals 10 Wallpaper Visit Album This is what you watch most often on screen, whether it's your phone or pc. Aesthetics matter in the sense of the gadget, and wallpaper plays an integral role in this. So let's find brilliant backgrounds for your screens. A surprising number of sites are
asking you to pay to download wallpapers above a certain resolution. That seems a little silly. Of course, finding images that make for good wallpaper is not as easy as it sounds. These photos should highlight the icons and text that appears them so they were not lost in the background. But you still don't
have to pay to pay find such images. We have located several free apps and sites for a wonderful wallpaper experience. 1. Pixtory (Android, iOS): New wallpapers, new stories No longer available They say that the picture is worth a thousand words. But often, you have no idea about the context of the
wallpaper you download. Wouldn't it be great to hear the story behind your wallpaper image? Then check Pixtory. The app, free for Android and iOS, has a wonderful new take on wallpaper. It gives you a bit of background about photography written by a photographer. At the touch of a button, you can
read a larger caption. It is an acquaintance with new photographers, new parts of the world and new styles of wallpaper. Pixtory also periodically changes wallpaper, so you always find new things. In addition, you can make your own Pixtory and share it with the world so that they can admire their photos.
Download -- Pixtory for Android (free) or for iOS (free) No longer available 2. Splashify (Windows, Mac): View and apply beautiful backgrounds The current desktop wallpaper change system is kind of broken. You search for images or browse them online. You'll find one that you like and check if it's
available in the resolution you want. You download it and then go through a few more steps to change the wallpaper. Splashify simplifies the whole process a lot. Watch the app to see different background images. The app developer manually oversees favorites, so you know the cream of the crop.
Otherwise, check the latest images in the feed, or view the most popular. Once you find an image you like, with a click it will be installed as a desktop background in the right resolution. It couldn't be easier. Splashify only works for Windows and Mac right now, and requires an active Internet connection.
Download -- Splashify for Windows or Mac Broken URL removed (free) 3. World View Wallpaper (Android, Windows, Mac): Wallpapers that change by the time of day when you're stuck in a cubicle, away from any windows, time can kind of slip through. You lose count of how it looks from the outside,
whether the sun is shining or the twilight is settling. Get a key with World View wallpapers, while you check out other places around the world. The software contains images of Jerusalem, the Caribbean, New York and several other places. The beauty is that the actual image itself varies depending on the
time of day in your place. Thus, a vivid image of the charter in the heat of Austin will slowly have its sunset as the actual sun sets in your own place. The lights will come in the image, just as the light in your time zone is coming on. That's pretty cool. You can also customize the software to use your own
time zone images. So if you're working with someone in New York while you're living in A quick look at your wallpaper will show you what it looks like in New York right now. Another cool option is to install a real-time photo of the Earth as your desktop background with some help Companion of Himavari.
Download - World View Wallpapers for Android, Windows, or Mac 4. Psiu Puxa (Web): The best of the universe universe is massive. Just imagine, if our land has so much natural beauty, what miracles should hold the world? NASA, the European Southern Agency and other organizations are training their
telescopes to the sky, hoping to capture the best of what deep space has to offer. Psiu Puxa goes through thousands of images released by such organizations to find wallpaper material. It shows some pictures in its entirety, and crops some others to focus on its main aspect. After all, every painting here
will make for shiny wallpaper. In addition, Psiu Puxa conveniently categorizes them into three orientations to choose a download: desktop, tablet and smartphone. The images also come with short captions explaining what you see, so it's a good way to learn a little more about the universe. All photos can
be downloaded for free, so go crazy. You can even download them all and set up an automatic wallpaper change. 5. HD wallpaper (Web): A great wallpaper repository When you know what you're looking for, just head to HD wallpaper. This is one of the premium destinations on the Internet to find all
types of wallpaper, for desktops or mobile phones. The collection is massive and regularly updated. Obviously, you can search to find what you are looking for quickly. But you can spend a little time browsing nonetheless. HD wallpaper is easy to browse because of its design, so you can check out
categories (e.g. TV and movies, games, nature, space) or popular tags (black and white, Batman, illustrations, purple). From abstracts and patterns to illustrations and film posters, if wallpaper is online, you'll find it on HD wallpaper. What are your current wallpapers? Let's go, guys. If you're proud of your
current wallpaper, we want to see it. Find the link or upload it to Imgur, and share it below! Image Credit: grmarc via Shutterstock Best GPS Phone Tracker to track cell phone location Here's a roundup of the best GPS phone trackers to track cell phone locations anywhere in the world. Related Topics Of
Internet Wallpaper Cool Web Apps about author Mihir Patkar (1233 articles published) Read more from Mihir Patkar Patkar desktop wallpaper hd animated free download. nature animated wallpaper hd for desktop free download. animated computer wallpaper desktop background hd free download
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